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The Honorable Gordon Darcy Lilo MP, Prime Minister of Solomon Islands 
The Hon Justine Elliot MP, Parliamentary Secretary for Trade  
Members of the Australia Pacific Islands Business Council 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to talk to you about RAMSI’s plans for the next four 
years. 
 
Some people have heard the phrase “ RAMSI’s transition”, and think this means the 
mission is packing up and leaving.  I am sure you have already worked out from the 
title of my presentation today – RAMSI: The Next Four Years – that this is not the 
case. 
 
But to put in context the changes that are coming let me commence by giving you a 
brief description of RAMSI as it is today.   
 
Currently, there are three components to RAMSI: 
 

• The Participating Police Force with around 175 police coming from 
throughout the Pacific Islands, but mostly from Australia 

• Three platoons of troops – around 170 personnel – coming from Australia, 
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Tonga; and 

• A development assistance program which now has about 70 advisors working 
in Solomon Islands government agencies in three sectors: 

o Law and Justice 
o Economic Governance, and  
o Machinery of Government 

 
All up, including my office, RAMSI has about 465 people in Solomon Islands today.  
The bulk of the cost of RAMSI is borne by the Australian Government, with 
assistance also coming from New Zealand. 
 
There are different plans and timetables for the three components of RAMSI which 
have been discussed with the Solomon Islands Government and at the Pacific Islands 
Forum Ministerial Standing Committee on RAMSI. 
 
Subject to final decisions to be made by governments, it is planned that the police will 
stay for at least another four years, that the military will leave in the second half of 
next year, and that most of RAMSI’s development assistance will be absorbed into the 
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bilateral development assistance program run out of the Australian High Commission 
from 1 July next year.  Some of the current RAMSI aid program will become part of 
the aid programs of New Zealand and other interested donors. 
 
If this all goes to plan, at some point in the second half of 2013 RAMSI will become a 
policing-only mission. 
 
These plans represent the most significant change to RAMSI since its arrival in the 
Solomons on 24 July 2003. 
 
They result directly from the progress that has been made in restoring security, 
government finances, economic growth, and a functioning bureaucracy. 
 
Let me explain in more detail how and why RAMSI is changing. 
 
Policing 
 
As I mentioned to this Forum last year, RAMSI’s Participating Police Force has been 
stepping back from front line policing and shifting its focus to capacity development 
of the Royal Solomon Islands Police Force.  Over the past year or so, we have 
withdrawn from ten provincial police posts throughout the country. 
 
These changes recognise the improved capacity of the Royal Solomon lslands Police 
Force (RSIPF) and also that RAMSI has almost completed the task of creating a safe 
space in which Solomon Islanders can take the lead and shape their future. 
 
Today, law and order has been restored and Solomon Islands is a safe place to live, 
visit, do business and even to celebrate the diverse cultures of the Pacific.  
 
As no doubt many of you are aware, 2012 has been a busy and very positive year for 
Solomon Islands. The country has hosted the Oceania Football Cup, the highly 
acclaimed Festival of Pacific Arts, the 70th Anniversary of the Battle of Guadalcanal, 
as well as most recently the visit of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, all without a 
major or even really any minor security incidents.  
 
This is thanks first to the good planning and good work of the RSIPF but also due to 
the responsibility that ordinary Solomon Islanders took to partner and support their 
police force in ensuring these public events remained trouble free and importantly, 
fun for all. 
 
However, it is true also that the RSIPF faces ongoing challenges in providing police 
services across the country’s nine provinces and nearly 1000 islands.  
 
RAMSI’s Participating Police Force will therefore continue to support the RSIPF 
through further training and leadership development.  
 
Provincial police posts continue to be supported by RAMSI through a mentoring 
program, communications and logistical support, and the construction of more than 
150 police houses as well as the rebuilding and refurbishment of provincial police 
stations in every province. 
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The Participating Police Force is also assisting the RSIPF to develop community 
crime prevention programs and strengthen community policing in rural and isolated 
communities.  
 
Over the next four years RAMSI will continue to enhance the RSIPF’s skills and 
capacity, especially in leadership development, public order management and the 
crucial logistics, human resources and administrative functions needed to support an 
effective functioning police force.  
 
The Participating Police Force is working with the RSIPF to develop a model of 
policing that will be appropriate and affordable for the Solomon Islands, once RAMSI 
does eventually leave. 
 
Throughout this, RAMSI will remain a regional mission with all Pacific Island 
countries contributing police to the Mission. 
 
Military 
 
RAMSI’s military contingent is also undergoing major changes with plans for it to 
conclude its deployment to Solomon Islands in the second half of next year.  
 
The military have been an important component of RAMSI, most especially in the 
early days of the mission, providing a back-up capability to the police force.  
 
However, with the absence for many years now of any sign of militancy or a militant 
ideology, and with only ten confirmed reports of incidents involving firearms in the 
past nine years, my assessment is that RAMSI’s military component can now be 
withdrawn. 
 
There is a significant difference between militant conflict and civil disorder, which 
can occur in the most civilized of countries.  While the possibility of civil disorder in 
Solomon Islands cannot be ruled out, we can be more confident that militancy is 
much less likely as there no longer is evidence of, or an appetite for, it. 
 
Today’s security challenges in Solomon Islands are about law and order.  These 
include petty crime borne out of poverty, corrupt practices borne out of greed, 
violence including sexual violence against women, and civil disorder that involves the 
easy mobilisation of vigorous, young, unemployed, urban males. 
 
In Solomon Islands, as in most countries, there is an everyday policing task, and a 
potential for occasional civil disorder, especially at times of political change.  Both 
challenges call for a capable local police force, a force as capable as any other in the 
Pacific. 
 
Development Assistance 
 
When RAMSI arrived the focus was on ‘doing’ - stabilising government finances, 
restoring law and order and restarting government service delivery.  
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The achievements made by RAMSI, in partnership with the Solomon Islands 
Government, include stabilising the government’s budget and cash position, 
improving the country’s sovereign debt rating and strengthening the Parliament.  
Elections have been held successfully, the Office of the Auditor General is 
functioning after being defunct during the tensions, backlogs in the court system have 
been cut, significant tension era trials have concluded, and all prisons now meet 
United Nations standards. 
 
As progress has been made, our focus has changed to capacity building and advising. 
 
RAMSI members now work side by side with Solomon Islanders, not in their place.  
 
It’s time now to make the next change.  That is, to normalise our assistance by 
shifting it from RAMSI into normal bilateral aid programs.   
 
We want to change how we deliver assistance form that best suited to a post conflict 
country to one that is more appropriate for a long term development strategy and 
funding model. 
 
Currently, all RAMSI development programs are being reviewed and where there is a 
need to continue assistance, the programs will be redesigned and moved across to 
AusAID’s bilateral aid program or to the aid programs of other donors.  
 
So the way assistance is provided, and in some cases which donor will provide that 
assistance will change, but donor assistance will continue to be provided to Solomon 
Islands. This includes in areas such as economic governance, machinery of 
government and law and justice.  
 
Some of you may have heard the date of 30 June 2013 in relation to RAMSI’s 
transition. This is the date when the development programs of RAMSI will officially 
transfer over to bilateral donors like AusAID. 
 
With the development pillars of RAMSI transferring, and the military component 
withdrawing, this will leave RAMSI, at least for the next four years, focusing on 
strengthening local policing. 
  
RAMSI will become a smaller mission with a narrower focus. 
 
This is because Solomon Islands is today very different from the country that less than 
a decade ago was being referred to as a failing state, its people prone to violence and 
intimidation, and a government and a police force that were unable to perform many 
of their basic functions including managing the economy and upholding the rule of 
law. 
 
What RAMSI’s transition is really about is recognising that Solomon Islands has 
changed and improved for the better. 
 
Challenges ahead 
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But as we all know there are challenges ahead in maintaining and accelerating the 
reforms and successes achieved through RAMSI’s partnership with the Solomon 
Islands. 
 
Despite gains in economic growth, GDP is still low per capita.  More needs to be done 
to ensure broad-based economic growth and poverty alleviation. 
 
Issues such as land tenure, urbanisation, unemployment and the growing youth bulge 
will also present serious challenges.  
 
These are not issues for a security intervention.  They are issues for Solomon Islands 
to take the lead in resolving, with the support of long term development partners and 
the business community of course. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Rebuilding the country will take time. 
 
Even the fastest-transforming countries have taken between 15 and 30 years to raise 
their institutional performance from that of a fragile state to that of a functioning 
institutionalised state.  
 
The timeframe that should be considered for it to reach an effectively functioning 
state is many years ahead. 
 
RAMSI has given Solomon Islands a kick start in improving governance and the 
economic environment, and in restoring the rule of law.  The change in the nature of 
RAMSI’s role over the next four years should continue to improve confidence in 
Solomon Islands, not take it away.  
 
RAMSI’s transition is a clear signal that Solomon Islands is back in business, that 
Solomons is a country that no longer needs an extraordinary intervention involving a 
foreign military force and an interventionist, post-conflict model of development 
assistance.  
 
The restoration of security has happened relatively quickly, but social and economic 
development is a much harder and longer term task.  Development partners like 
Australia and New Zealand are committed to that task, and to a strong and enduring 
partnership with Solomon Islands.  
 
Our assessment is that the RSIPF has made much progress, but would benefit from 
further assistance.  So that’s what RAMSI will be focusing on for the next four years. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 


